Abstract-This paper presents binary differential evolution based optimal reporting cell planning (RCP) for location management in wireless cellular networks. The significance of mobile location management (MLM) in wireless communication has evolved drastically due to tremendous rise in the number of mobile users with the constraint of limited bandwidth. The total location management cost involves signaling cost due to location registration and location search and a trade-off between these two gives optimal location management cost. The proposed binary differential evolution (BDE) algorithm is used to determine the optimal reporting cell planning configuration such that the overall mobility management cost is minimized. Evidently, from the simulation result the proposed technique works well for the reference networks in terms of optimal cost and convergence speed. Further the applicability of the BDE is also validated for the realistic network of BSNL (Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited), Odisha.
I. INTRODUCTION
The significance of mobile location management in wireless communication has evolved drastically because of tremendous rise in the number of mobile users with the constraint of limited bandwidth. In order to accommodate more subscribers in a wireless network, mobility management accounts as an important factor in designing the infrastructure of the cellular wireless communication network. In a wireless communication, the sphere of mobility management is a complex and intricate challenge with the goal to track the current location of the users so as to route a call or message to the mobile user within the limited resources [1] . The bandwidth is used for the registration of the mobile user as well in searching the user in a network. However, there is a trade-off between location update and location searching (paging) and mobility management tries to balance between these two, so as to minimize the total cost incurred during the mobile location operation.
Location area [2, 3] and reporting cell planning (RCP) [4] are the two main strategies for solving location management problem, however the paper proposes optimal location management using RCP strategy. For solving the complex optimization problems the differential evolution algorithm has been used in various engineering applications and many works are also carried out to enhance the performance of this algorithm by introducing variants or by modifying it [5] [6] [7] . Literatures have been reported on nature inspired algorithms for mobility management [8, 9] . A comparison of three artificial intelligence techniques namely Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Tabu Search (TS) for RCP problem has been studied [4] . The location management in mobile networks is efficiently dealt using evolving cellular automata [10] . Recently, the performance of Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) algorithm for optimal design of RCP configuration has been reported [11] .
The application of Differential Evolution algorithm for cost optimization in location area, reporting cell and realistic networks is proposed in [12] [13] [14] [15] . The best parametric values for Differential Evolution algorithm for mobile location management are studied [16, 17] which are taken into consideration in the present work. A combined genetic-neural and Hybrid GA-PSO algorithms reports optimal mobility management [18, 19] . The location management is also addressed using simulated annealing and modified Hopfield approach [20, 21] . A hybrid swarm intelligence approach involving artificial bee colony is proposed for registration area planning problem [22] .
With the objective of testing our approaches we have used reference networks and realistic networks using the collected real data from (Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited) BSNL, Odisha. The research proposes the use of Binary Differential Evolution (BDE) algorithm for solving the important location management problems to find the optimal or near optimal solutions, comparing with the results of the existing works.
The paper organization is as follows. In the section 2 the problem formulation is discussed where the mobile location management is developed as an optimization problem. Section 3 introduces the implementation details of BDE approach for location mobility management. Section 4 provides a number of detailed simulations for reference network configurations as well as realistic networks that shows the applicability of the proposed approach and compared with the results of other authors. Finally, the conclusion and future scope is outlined in section 5.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The objective of this work is to develop an optimal reporting cell planning (RCP) configuration such that the total location management cost pertaining to location update and paging is minimum. Thus in this section the system model is demonstrated and the cost formulation analysis is presented.
A. System Model
The Fig. 1 shows the reporting cell planning (RCP) configuration where the 6x6 cellular networks is divided into reporting cells and non-reporting cells.
The reporting cells are given the value 1 (represented in grey color) and non-reporting cells as 0 (represented in white color). The location updating takes place only when a mobile user enters the reporting cell and thus the location update cost involves the sum of the location update weights (frequency of movement into the cell) associated with the reporting cells. In the example shown in Fig. 1(a) there are 14 number of reporting cells out of 36 cells which is a test benchmark RCP configuration [24] . The RCP problem includes determining the optimal number as well as the position of the reporting cells such that the location management cost is minimum. The tracking of the exact location of the mobile terminal is managed by two operations namely location update (registration) and location inquiry (paging). Location update is done by the mobile terminal to let the network know its current location. Paging is performed by the cellular network to locate the cell in which a mobile user is located so the incoming call for the mobile terminal can be routed to the corresponding base station.
In this paper we have considered the RCP approach in solving the location management issue where the cellular wireless mobile network is divided into reporting cells and non-reporting cells. The reporting cells are those where a location update is performed when a mobile user enters them. So, when a search operation is performed it is restricted only to the last reporting cell as well as its neighbors which are non-reporting cells. The maximum number of cells that are searched (paged) when an incoming call is to be forwarded is termed as vicinity factor. The vicinity factor for a reporting cell is calculated as sum of the number of neighboring nonreporting cells which can be reached without crossing other reporting cells plus the reporting cell itself. Whereas, the vicinity factor corresponding to a nonreporting cell is the maximum vicinity factor among the reporting cells from where this particular cell can be accessed. Fig. 1 (b) presents the vicinity factor values for the reporting cells as well as the non-reporting cells for the given RCP problem. For example, the vicinity factor for cell number 4 which is a reporting cell is calculated by considering the neighbors that are non-reporting cells plus the reporting cell itself (1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 13, 5, 6, 12) which corresponds to the vicinity value of 11. Similarly while calculating the vicinity factor for a non-reporting cell we have to consider the maximum vicinity factor value among the reporting cells from where this cell can be reached. Thus after computing the vicinity values of all the reporting cells the vicinity values of non-reporting cells can be evaluated. For example, the vicinity value of cell number 32 which is a non-reporting cell is calculated by considering the maximum of vicinity factors of reporting cells from where this cell can be reached i.e. cell 25, 26, 33 whose vicinity factors are 6,6,10 respectively. Since the maximum value is 10 it represents the vicinity factor for cell 32.
B. Cost Formulation
Location management cost comprises of weighted sum of location update cost and location paging cost given as:
Where LU N represents the location update cost and P N represents the location paging cost over a period of time. The location update cost is generally higher than the location search cost by a factor represented as C which is usually taken as a constant set to 10 [11] . Each cell i in the cellular wireless network is associated with two types of weight namely the movement weight ( mi w ) and the call arrival weight ( ci w )
where the movement weight represents the number of movements of the mobile terminal into a cell and call arrival weight represents the number of call arrivals within a cell. The location update cost is directly related to the movement weight associated with the reporting cells in a network configuration and given as:
Where R is the set of reporting cells in the cellular wireless communication network and mi w represents the movement weight associated with cell i .
The paging cost constitutes the total number of call transactions and is computed as the product of call arrival weight and vicinity factor attributed for that cell and is given as:
Where N is the total number of cells in a cellular network configuration. The total location mobility management cost is the sum of these two costs i.e. location update cost and location search cost and is given by:
In order to explain the evaluation of location management cost consider the Fig. 1(c) and (d) where the location update cost and call arrivals are shown corresponding to test data for 6x6 benchmark RCP problem [24] . For this example considering the location update weights presented in Fig. 1(c) Similarly, the paging cost is evaluated using Eq. (3) N P = 97X11+155X11+103X11+…….+148X11=65680
Hence, the total cost is determined from the Eq. (4) Cost=10x13087+65680=198,550
Though the location mobility management cost involves other parameters, they are considered same for all strategies and thus do not affect when comparing the results obtained by several approaches.
The total cost divided by total number of call arrivals gives the cost per call arrival which is given by:
For the given example Cost per call arrival=198,550/6711=29.58
The cost per call arrival is the objective function which is to be minimized to obtain best cellular wireless communication network configuration. Thus the reporting cell planning problem involves determination of optimal topology calculating the number of reporting cells and their position in a cellular network configuration.
III. BINARY DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM
First proposed by Storn and Price [23] Differential Evolution (DE) belonging to the category of bio-inspired algorithms is a simple, stochastic and effective tool for global numerical optimization. The BDE technique involves four steps namely: initialization, differential mutation, crossover and selection.In this novel BDE algorithm a probability estimation operator is introduced in mutation stage which increases the diversity of the population. On the other hand the standard DE operates in continuous space which is not fit for solving binary coded combinational optimizations. Hence BDE offers an effective way for location cost optimization in RCP which is a discrete binary optimization problem.
A. Steps involved in BDE 1) Initialization:
Initialisation step involves the generation of N random potential solutions where N denotes the size of the population.The potential solution (individual) refers to each Reporting cell configuration (RCC) as X i, j where j refers to jth RCC solution. Here X i,j denotesi th cell (i th bit) of j th RCC solution in the solution set.ThusX i, j is a binary vector of length equal to the number of cells in the cellular network.
2) Mutation:
After the initialization phase unlike Genetic Algorithm, here differential mutation is performed. Resultant vector namely noisy vector/mutant results using the equation (6):
Where X best is the best RCC solution which corresponds to minimum location management cost in the RCC solution set X.X r2 and X r3 are the solutions selected randomly from RCC solution set X. Here DE/best/1/exp variant of DE strategy is used. Scalar factor F controls the amount of variation introduced and its value lies in the range [0, 1].
Probability Estimation Vector (PEV):
The PEV is computed using the mutant vector as shown in the Eq. (7):
where b is the bandwidth factor which is a real positive constant generally taken as 20. The range and the shape of the probability distribution model is determined by this factor. The RCC vector which is calculated bit by bit in the binary space and obtained after probability estimation is called probability estimation vector (PEV). The binary mutant RCC individual (BMI) is generated using this PEV using the Eq. (8):
3) Crossover:
After crossover, trial RCC solution is created by using the strategy given in Eq. (9):
Where C r denotes crossover ratio whose optimal value is 0.15 [20] . The C r value is compared with a generated random number and if it's greater than the random value then the corresponding element of binary mutant individual is taken to the trial vector. Whereas, the target vector parameters are reciprocated to the trial vector if value of C r is less than the random number.
4) Selection:
In the selection process based on the suitability (fitness) of the candidate solutions they are passed on to the next generation. If the location management cost of the trial RCC solution obtained after crossover operation is less as compared to that of the target RCC solution, then the trial vector replaces the target vector otherwise the target vector continues in the next generation which is demonstrated in Eq. (10 
B. Implementation flowchart
The binary differential evolution algorithm for RCP problem is discussed briefly:
1. Initially the RCC solutions are generated in random.
2. Setting of control parameters like iteration number, F (scaling factor), b (bandwidth factor) and C r (crossover ratio)is done.
3. The evaluation of fitness of each of the random initial RCC solutions is done using Eq. (5) and the RCC solution whose location management cost is minimum is identified and denoted as X best . Also a target vector X r1 and two random RCC solutions X r2 and X r3 are choosen.
4. Weighted difference vector and mutant/noisy vector is computed followed by probability estimation vector.
5. Using probability estimation vector,binary mutant RCC vectors are generated.
6. The trial RCC vector is evaluated by using parameters from target vector or binary mutant indivisual based on crossover ratio as given in Eq.(9).
7. The selection procedure compares the fitness value of trial vector and target vector and if the cost of trial is less than that of target vector then the target is replaced by the trial and survive to the next generation. In this way a new set of RCC solutions is set for the next generation. 8.This process continues from step 3 till the stop condition is satisfied.
The pseudo code of the BDE algorithm is presented in Table 1 and also illustrated in the flow diagram given in Fig. 2 . 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the simulation results for location management problem through two distinct experiments. First, by using reference data for networks available in literature and second by using realistic networks of BSNL, Odisha. The experimental simulations are conducted taking different networks of size 4x4, 6x6 and 8x8. The optimal parameters that are used for BDE algorithm for solving RCP problem are: Population size= 175, C r = 0.15, F=0.5, b=20 [17] . We DE/best/1/exp variant is used for optimal results. The simulation results are obtained for 250 iterations. Thedetailed comparision is carried out for demonstrating the performance analysis of different state-of-art techniques reported in the literature for solving RCP problem of location management issue.
Experiment 1-Cost analysis using the reference data available in literature
This work presents the simulation analysis taking the weight attributes for reference networks. The weight attributes for call arrival weight and location update weight for 6x6 cells configuration is shown in Table 2 which is available in [4, 17] . The column 1 shows the cell number, the column 2 indicates the frequency of location updates in that particular cell and the column 3 corresponds to frequency of arrival of calls. The convergence floor of proposed BDE method for the reference networks of size 4x4, 6x6 and 8x8 is shown in the Fig. 3 . 1  714 1039  13  238  507  25  328  16   2  120 1476  14  964  603  26  255  332   3  414  262  15  789 1479  27  393 1203   4  639  442  16  457  756  28  370 1342   5  419 1052  17  708  695  29  721  814   6  332 1902  18  825  356  30  769  747   7  494  444  19  462 1945  31  17  146   8  810 1103  20  682 1368  32  265  904   9  546 1829  21  241 1850  33  958  359   10  221  296  22  700 1131  34  191 1729   11  856  793  23  23  236  35  551  190   12  652  317  24  827 1622  36  467 
Experiment 2-Cost analysis using realistic network of BSNL, Odisha
Also the results are validated for realistic network of BSNL,Odisha which shows the applicability of BDE based location management in real scenario.
The data sheet for real network with 6x6 attributes is referred in Table 3 . A typical run of the proposed BDE approach for cost optimisation in RCP problem taking realistic BSNL, Odisha network is presented in Fig. 4 . From the convergence graphs it is observed that the location management cost decreases with the iterations and the optimal solution settles down around 50-100 iterations. The simulation is run for 20 independent runs inorder to validate the proposed BDE for RCP problem. The cost per call arrival which is the cost function reaches to 11.234 for 4x4 network, 11.636 for 6x6 network and 14.634 for 8x8 reference networks which is evident from the Fig. 3 . Similarly, the optimal cost per call arrival values for realistic 4x4, 6x6 and 8x8 networks are 11.234, 12.510 and 12.743 shown in Fig. 4 . Table 4 depicts the location update cost, paging cost and total location update cost for reference and real data using different network sizes. It is seen that for 6x6 reference network the total cost is 214313 and for 8x8 it is 499957 which shows that it increases as the network size increases. Similar is the case for realistic network. The call arrival to movement ratio for different networks is presented in Table 5 . The call arrival to movement ratio depicts the ratio of the number of calls for locating a mobile station over the number of cell boundary crossings. For 6x6 and 8x8 reference network, the obtained values are 0.5548 and 0.4913 and for the real networks the results are 0.3589 and 0.4539 respectively which is comparatively lower. Lower call to movement ratio implies location update cost dominates over paging cost. Table 6 shows the ratio of reporting cells for best RCP solutions for real data and reference data networks. For reference networks of sizes 6x6 and 8x8, the ratio of reporting cells are 0.638 and 0.671 and for real networks the values obtained are 0.861 and 0.859. Higher the ratio of reporting cells more is the location update cost which compensates for the low call to movement ratio in case of realistic network. Table 7 shows the number of iterations to attain convergence compared with that of BPSO. For 6x6 reference network, the no. of iterations before the solution settles down to optimal result using BDE is 55 whereas it is 90 using BPSO. Similarly, for 8x8 reference network the no. of iterations for obtaining the optimal result using BDE is 110 whereas it is 600 using BPSO.
The statistical quality evaluation of the proposed BDE approach for RCP location management issue is evaluated using cost per call arrival comparision with other state-of-art techniques shown in Table 8 . It is seen that the proposed BDE performs as good as the other algorithms like standard DE, BPSO, ACO, TS, GA and MHN in case of networks of different sizes 4x4, 6x6 and 8x8. For 4x4 reference network the cost per call arrival value is 11.234 which is less compared to that of ACO, TS and GA counterpart where the optimal value is 12.252. For 6x6 and 8x8 reference networks the optimal cost per call arrival values are 11.636 and 14.634 respectively which do not vary much compared to other algorithms. From the simulation results, the performance of the proposed BDE is statistically similar to the stateof-the-art optimization algorithms in terms of optimality of solution because of its consistency in finding the global optima. Moreover, owing to the convergence speed the complexity of the algorithm is less as the optimal solution settles down around 50-100 iterations.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This paper gives a novel approach based on BDE algorithm considering the RCP strategy for cost optimization in location management in cellular wireless network. Since the proposed RCP problem can be modeled as a binary coded optimization problem the research implements the use of a novel BDE for location management issue in cellular networks. This proposed BDE inherits the concept of estimation of distribution algorithm and the standard Differential Evolution algorithm.
The applicability of the BDE for the reporting cells is concisely specified for the proposed problem for reference networks as well as the realistic networks such as BSNL, Odisha. The implementation results are encouraging as it gives equal or better performance when compared with the results of other author works. This work has future scope in terms of applicability and performance comparison aspect of recently developed bio-inspired techniques for cost optimization in location management problem. The work can be extended to other schemes such as location area strategy in mobile location management. The present work opens up new dimension for further research in real world scenario.
